
Meet VAX 2.10
VAX Access Control streamlines solutions to provide 
real-time awareness and protection of your property. 
That’s why this release focuses on enhancing useability 
and monitoring, improving reaction times and 
streamlining a seamless interface between VAX and our 
Valerus Video Management System (VMS). 

What you can expect 
These most recent updates provide scalable 
customizations, offering the opportunity to tailor how 
you interact with your system so you can focus on 
what’s most important. 

You can better centralize your video surveillance and  
access control with a deeper Valerus integration for your 
day-to-day monitoring and alarm management. 

If you prefer to use the VAX interface, we’ve made  
several improvements for notification customizations, 
so you can focus on what matters most. Now you can 
customize which notifications you see and how they 
appear. We’ve also added desktop push notifications 
so you’ll be notified of events even when you’re not  
actively monitoring VAX. 

Additionally, we’ve made migrating to new partitions 
easier and faster than ever before. With our new tool, 
you can migrate doors, users, crisis levels, and more 
with just a few clicks.  

Read on to see how this latest version of VAX will help 
you centralize your systems and make your operation 
more efficient.
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Centralize your access control 
and video surveillance through 
Valerus VMS 

Focus on what matters 
most with notification 
customization

Migrate and expand new  
sites in a fraction of  
the time

Upgrade your security operation with 
the latest release of VAX Access  
Control. In this version, you can  
access a deep integration with Valerus, 
streamline notifications and migrate 
data easier than ever before. 
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Key Benefits
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Centralize your access control and 
video surveillance monitoring
Unleash the power of a deeper VAX and Valerus VMS 
integration with a centralized management of alerts and 
notifications, directly from the Valerus interface. This 
ensures operators can see a full picture of their access 
control and video surveillance all from a single interface. 
No need to swivel between screens and windows to find 
active alarms and alerts—you can view it all in one place. 
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See and respond to all your alarms in one place 
Integrate VAX events into the Valerus Alarm Management 
Suite for faster reaction times and a better way to uncover, 
respond to, and document VAX events and associated video. 

See the full picture with Valerus map and live event tiles 
You can see alerts, door state, door notifications and access  
notifications right from your Valerus maps for an all inclusive view  
of your facilities. It also makes bookmarking VAX events in the  
corresponding video feed faster and easier than ever before. 

React faster with door overrides in Valerus
You can quickly enable door overrides directly from the 
Valerus map, which will speed reaction time if you catch 
something on-screen. 

Users can perform 
door overrides 
directly from Valerus 
to expedite critical 
responses such as 
lockdowns.

From Valerus’ monitoring interface, users can see VAX events in real time for immediate visual verification and reactions.
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Make your notifications count with  
extensive customization
Configure and enable the event notifications you want and 
need to see first. Rather than sifting through dozens of  
irrelevant alerts, users can now customize the types of  
notifications that appear, enabling proactive decision-making 
within the traditional VAX interface. Users can now customize 
different views for different operators, so they can solely 
focus on information relevant to them. This helps filter out 
extraneous information and swiftly respond to alerts that 
otherwise might have gone unnoticed.

Taking it a step further, users can customize a notification’s 
color and audible tone for immediate confirmation if it’s  
a priority, see live video of certain events and control how 
notifications are handled based upon the level of urgency.

Add new access control sites in minutes
Expanding and adding new access control sites can sound overwhelming and time consuming. 
However, our new data migrator tool allows you to easily duplicate specific site information 
and apply it to another.

Since you don’t need to re-enter the same information, you can focus on mission-critical 
details required during transitions and expansions. This is ideal for enterprise customers who 
are expanding, or for anyone who is moving to a new location.

Users can define 
notification colors and 
which notifications 
they see, so they can 
focus on what matters 
most. 

Migrating sites is now as 
simple as a few clicks.  

Before
A

fter
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OSDP protocol protects your  
most critical information  
For those seeking advanced security protection, the new Open 
Supervised Device Protocol (OSDP) support enables a reliable 
and secure connection between access control system readers 
and door controllers. OSDP encryption increases security and 
provides peace-of-mind for any surveillance operation by  
eliminating the risk of “man-in-the-middle” attacks. 

This feature improves your access control system with  
end-to-end encryption and is ideal for applications such as  
government locations that mandate compliance with specific 
federal access control directives. 

Receive real-time push notifications so 
you’ll never miss a critical event  
Using web pushes, stakeholders can receive high-priority  
notifications even when they’re multi-tasking or not currently 
logged into VAX. These notifications are customizable by  
System Admins, so you can ensure the right people get the  
right notifications.

For this feature, your system must be connected to the internet. 
It’s supported by Chrome®, Safari® and Firefox®, which  
(combined) represent about 77% of the web browser options. 

Additional new features  
Database usage indicator 
Set up an alarm to notify you when a specific  
percentage (user-definable) of the 10GB database 
has been depleted. 

“Lock” status on door strikes 
The on-screen overview and VAX maps show the 
real-time status of the various door strike outputs 
(locked/unlocked).  

New triggers and actions
Choose from a variety of new access control 
conditions (e.g., door override, door prevented 
from unlocking, and panel updated) and resulting 
actions (e.g., purge notifications, enable/disable 
trigger, and run action plan).   

Get desktop notifications even when you’re  
not actively monitoing VAX.

OSDP support is ideal for applications requiring  
additional security like government factilities.

Download VAX 2.10 Today
Click the link below or visit vicon-security.com  

to upgrade your Access Control System!

Download Now

http://vicon-security.com
https://www.vicon-security.com/software-downloads-library/vax-access-control-software/
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Ordering Information

Model Number License Type No. of  
Doors/Cameras No. of Partitions No. of IO No. of  

Elevator Cabs

Unmanaged/
Monitored 
Doors

LDAP  
Support

VAX Licenses

VAX-SW40-1YR 1 Year 40/40 1 Unlimited No No No

VAX-SW40-5YR 5 Year 40/40 1 Unlimited No No No

VAX-SW80-1YR 1 Year 80/80 5 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SW80-5YR 5 Year 80/80 5 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SW120-1YR 1 Year 120/120 20 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SW120-5YR 5 Year 120/120 20 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SW240-1YR 1 Year 240/240 40 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SW240-5YR 5 Year 240/240 40 Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SWU-1YR 1 Year Unlimited/ 
Unlimited

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes

VAX-SWU-5YR 5 Year Unlimited/ 
Unlimited

Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Yes Yes
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